
Tuesday 01/31/2023
Week 2

Performing Arts Class
Lesson 12 Tangrams
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

DA:Cr1.1.4a Identify ideas for choreography generated from a variety of stimuli (for example, music/sound, text, objects,
images, notation, observed dance, experiences).
DA:Cr2.1.4a Manipulate or modify choreographic devices to expand movement possibilities and create a variety of
movement patterns and structures. Discuss movement choices.
DA:Pr5.1.4a Demonstrate fundamental dance skills (for example, alignment, coordination, balance, core support,
kinesthetic awareness) and movement qualities when replicating and recalling patterns and sequences of locomotor and
non-locomotor movements.

The learners will...

generate ideas for choreography using a variety of objects around them.

create a movement phrase.

use their bodies to balance in a shape.

PA-VA CONNECTION (PA-VA): Ms. Glenn and I will both be exploring art from China - tangrams for Performing
Arts and Chinese New Year for Visual Arts.

Vocabulary
kinesphere- the area of space surrounding your body as far as you can reach

dance phrase/movement phrase- a partial dance idea composed of a series of connecting movements and similar to a
sentence in the written form

transition- when a movement or section of the dance progresses into the next

sudden transition- to change suddenly from one movement phrase to the next

sustained transition- a continuous, flowing of the body from one movement phrase to the next
Essential Question
Essential Questions?

DA:Cr1.1.4. - Where do choreographers get ideas for dances?

DA:Cr2.1.4. - What influences choice-making in creating choreography?

DA:Pr6.1.4. - What must a dancer do to prepare the mind and body for artistic expression?
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Tangrams

* While setting up materials and loading up my Google Slides on the computer, have student volunteers help
with passing out the hand-out and vocabulary page for the student's sketchbooks.

Opening Chant - Performing Arts
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Teacher: What time is it?
Students: Performing Arts Time

Teacher: What time is it?
Students: Performing Arts Time

Teacher: I am an ARTIST (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: With a focused MIND
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: And a caring HEART (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: And responsible hands (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Everybody: YO (end in your pose of choice that is school appropriate)

Hook
"Today, we will be using an ancient Chinese puzzle as the inspiration for our Performing Arts lesson. Have you ever
heard of Tangrams?" (allow students to share with the whole group if they are familiar with this type of puzzle and then
ask for a student volunteer to read our letter for today)

Expectations/Context/Purpose
"Through our arts today, while practicing dance/movement, we are going to explore tangrams and generate creative
ways that we can use our bodies to create the tangram shapes."

Warm-up/Modeling/Improvisation
"First, let's spend some time playing with and exploring our tangram sets (each student will get their own set of tangrams)
while I tell you about the History of the Tangram!" Teacher will share the informational slides with the students while they
create with their tangram tiles (put on some music in the background).

Guided Studio Time - Introduce Vocabulary: kinesphere, dance phrase/movement phrase, transition, sudden
transition, sustained transition
Go over the Elements of Dance with the students. Remind the students that if at any time a move hurts their body then

they can ask me for help to modify the movement. Tell the students to listen to their bodies! "Remember when we
played Night at the Museum for our last art class? Did we always pose in the same level or did we switch levels from
high, medium, to low? We switched, so while creating your art today remember to use varying levels. When we switch
up our levels it makes the artwork more interesting for the audience!" Review the vocabulary word kinesphere with the
students. "When you all were in the younger grades, we told you that your kinesphere was that imaginary bubble
around your body. Now that you are older we will identify it as any space that you can reach out and touch
around your body is your kinesphere. Do you all know what transitions are? You do many of them throughout your
day. A transition is when you move from one thing to the next for instance, moving from breakfast in your
classroom to P.E. You are going to have transitions in your dance too!"

Demonstration
*"In a moment, I am going to let you choose a partner to create your art with for today (if there is an odd number of

students then have one group be a group of three). When you have chosen your partner, you will each pick one shape
from your hand-out that you would like to try to create with your body and you will teach it to your partner. Be sure to
decide on the order of the movements, what will go first and what will follow."
• On your hand-out in the second box, sketch or write your group's first movement.
• In the third box, sketch or write your group's second movement.
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"Now, you and your partner need to come up with a pose that you can use for the beginning and ending of your dance.
IMPORTANT: YOUR BEGINNING POSE AND ENDING POSE SHOULD BE THE SAME!!!" "Once you have decided
upon the beginning and ending pose be sure to sketch or write it down in the Beginning Pose box and the
Ending Pose box."

• In the first box and last box, sketch or write down your group's beginning and ending pose.
• Practice going through the movements with your partner.

Studio
The teacher will model her example dance phrase using sudden and sustained transitions. A bunny will be our symbol
for a sudden transition. A sudden transition is to change suddenly from one movement phrase to the next. A
turtle will be our symbol for a sustained transition. A sustained transition is a continuous, flowing of the body from
one movement phrase to the next.
◦ Practice your finished dance/movement phrase by adding in sudden and sustained transitions where given.

Performance Time
◦ Students may volunteer to share their dance/movement phrase with their class. (Remind the other students about

being a responsible audience during each group's performances!)
◦ Run through the performance twice. The first time through, just review the order of the steps and if they are done

correctly using sudden and sustained transition where indicated. The second time through, perform the steps in
order with music using the correct transitions assigned by the teacher.

Student Self-Assessment
"What was your favorite tangram shape and why?; Why would dancers use dance phrases?, Looking at the Artists Habits
of Mind, explain how you had the mind of an artist today."

Closing
"Thank you artists for your hard work in our art studio today. Let's all take an ending bow together!"
Sing together the Good-bye Song: "Na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, hey, hey, hey, - goodbye...
Formative Assessments

Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Visual Representations
Images and words to represent concepts and organize information through means such as Visual Journaling, Graphic
Organizers, Mind Maps, or Infographics.

Instructional Strategies
s Check for Understanding
s Expectations
s Get Moving - Physical Activity
s Modeling
s Monitor Progress
s Share/discuss with a partner or table group
s Work Together

Materials / Resources / Technology
Surface Pro with Google Slides Document
Performing Arts Expectations
Tangram sets for each student
Tangram hand-out
Tangram vocab. pg. for sketchbooks
Color changing cups for students

Differentiation / Modifications
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Hands-On materials
Provide hand-outs
Flexible Grouping
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